
emotional intelligence

HR professionals, your uncle's
plumber’s husband, the news
anchor with the very perfect hair.
The thing is, when employers talk
about it, too many are focusing all
their attention on issues like
money, perks, and filling the
holes left by these employees.
What they are not looking at
closely enough are the emotions
driving the exodus.

Emotions. Yeah, yeah … happy,
sad, angry, disappointed … what’s
the big deal?

Emotions are oversimplified
because they’re “just part of life.”
Everybody’s just got to deal with
them. It’s personal. Or is it? Well, 

will they stay or will they go now?

How Emotional Intelligence can disrupt

the ‘Great Resignation’

Lots of people are talking about
the Great Resignation—leaders,
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exhausted                     so they may be
seeking flexibility in their work
hours (or location) that might
reduce the mental and/or
physical load.

    he Clash’s classic punk lyrics
echo what’s playing inside the
heads of so many workers 
across the globe. They’re 
looking for that thing, that 
feeling, that ‘why’ to keep
themselves invested in their
workplace, or the clear sign 
it’s time to go … now. They 
know that if they leave, there's 
that whole uneasiness that comes
with the unknown and the
interruption (sometimes chaos!)
that comes with changing jobs. But,
if they stay, will it be more of the
same or even get worse? 

Emotions surrounding work life
have been amped over the past
two years. Real life smacked us
square in the face. And sometimes,
it seems like it’s pulling back to
take another shot just to make sure
we’re paying attention.
 
This is what is causing the ‘Great
Resignation,’—millions quitting
their jobs, and over half of U.S.
workers on the hunt for their new
gig (according to Bankrate’s August
2021 Job Seeker Survey).

Should I stay or should I go now?
Should I stay or should I go now?

If I go, there will be trouble
And if I stay it will be double
So come on and let me know

By Jenn Barley & Karen Sullivan, KickStart Your Edge

    Most of the people resigning
don’t exactly cite emotions. They
give reasons like “burnout,”
wanting better work-life balance,
or wanting to align their values.
What are those things really?
They’re emotional results. And
they’re happening based on how
people are feeling or what they
want to feel. That’s why
organizations need to be looking
at how to impact those results.

The Great Resignation: 
An emotion-driven exodus

T for employers, it’s when emotions
go unseen, unchecked,            
 unacknowledged, un-replied

to … that their impact is felt
at its fullest. Say ‘hello’ to 
the latest cohort of           

 workers who just won’t      
take it anymore!                    

Here’s how to wrap our heads
around some of these emotional
results:

If people are experiencing
burnout, they might feel:

                                                so
they are looking to regain a
sense of calm and balance. 

stressed and overwhelmed
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                                            by
the connections they’ve made
in the past two years and now
they are looking to seize the
moment.

grateful and empowered

                   about life and
people, so they are looking to
surround themselves with an
inspired team and challenges.

optimistic
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                                             so
they are looking for more
freedom to direct their own
work.

frustrated and powerless 

People wanting better work-life
balance might feel:

Those are just the tip of the old
iceberg in terms of the range of  

                        now that they’ve
had time to reflect on the
purpose of their work or the
vision of their organization.

disconnected

People looking to align their
values might be feeling:

                        that they aren’t
“living up to their potential” so
they are looking to contribute
beyond their position
description.

disappointed 

                                       after
having time away, so they are
looking for excitement and
innovation.

bored and indifferent

possibilities. Affecting change in
workplace emotions, with the
goal of retaining or recruiting
employees, is going to require
some unique approaches. 

Check this out—Would
something like upping someone’s
pay be the appropriate strategy
in any of these examples?
Answer: A resounding NO! That
indeed is a Band-aid on a bullet
hole. And the Band-Aid box is
almost empty anyway.

Instead, emotional intelligence
should be part of all the
strategies. Plug in. See below.

Emotional intelligence
(or EQ) is our ability to

understand and
manage our emotions,
to express ourselves,

and cope with
challenges.

What is EQ?

             of what's next and
what will be expected of them,
so they are looking for clear
direction and communication
to create certainty.

unsure
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1) Where can we have greater
flexibility and still achieve our
results?  

www.kickstartyouredge.com

Emotional Intelligence in the
workplace matters now more
than ever

EQ is so important in the
workplace, because it’s 
the set of skills you use 
to build and maintain
relationships, 
collaborate, and make 
decisions. Aha! Now it
makes sense.

According to the
EQ-i 2.0® model of 
Emotional Intelligence
(the basis for the most 
widely used EQ assessment 
in the world), there are five 
key areas of emotional
intelligence: self-perception, self-
expression, interpersonal,
decision making, and stress
management. Those are then
broken down into fifteen
subscales or competency areas.

The EQ-i 2.0 subscales can be
your roadmap to meeting your
employees’ emotions. Let them
guide your response to employee
and team emotional needs. Of
course, make sure you’re
checking in. Here's how.

Five key EQ questions to guide a
team forward

EQ Subscale: Flexibility

We ask this question because
flexing flexibility muscles opens 

2) What are your goals for
feeling fulfilled in your career?            doors and releases tensions. It’s

about being curious and having
the willingness to change your
mind given new data. That’s why
flexibility became the most
important emotional skill needed
during COVID. 

Wharton professor and author
Adam Grant sums up the Great
Resignation from a Flexibility
perspective: “The Great
Resignation isn’t a mad dash
away from the office, it’s the
culmination of a long march
toward freedom. Flexibility is
more than choosing the place
where you work, it’s having the
freedom to decide your purpose,
your people, and your priorities.”

So, there you have it. This isn’t
just about offering a hybrid work 

option—which is definitely a test
of employer flexibility. It’s about

getting the data on where the 
 ripple of emotions will        

create unwanted actions  
and unwanted results. 
Of course, we should  

probably note how
important the       

hybrid option is for 
some employees. A 

recent survey in   
Envoy’s Return to the

Workplace Report
showed almost half of

employees would quit if
their employers didn’t offer

a hybrid option.                      

We ask this question because
we want employees to feel like
they are striving for something.
This skill is all about going for it.
People with high self-
actualization skills know their
values at their core and look to
accomplish things in line with
those values. So, for those
people that moved, reconnected
with family, and spent less time
at the office during the
pandemic, there was a huge
reset around their goals. If they
are highly engaged with self-
actualization, their drive won’t
change, it will shift to a new
purpose that speaks to their
values.  

EQ Subscale: Self-actualization
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fill gaps and create solutions for
individual needs. And much of EQ
development is self-driven, making
it a win-win for all. 

And wait? Did we also say profit?
Yes. A study published in the
Leadership & Organization
Development Journal found
leaders with high EQ (especially
engagement of the EQ subscales
empathy, self-regard, reality
testing, and problem solving) were
more likely to yield high profit-
earning companies. 

Trust us, at this level, it’s all about
EQ.
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3) Given our hybrid situation,
how, as a team, do we balance
collaboration and independence?

EQ Subscale: Independence

Back to the whole hybrid thing.
Sometimes it doesn’t feel perfect.
OK, it never feels perfect. So, we
ask this question because we
need to call on our employees’
independence skills—it creates
the sense of ownership and self-
responsibility that makes the new
normal work. Independence and
allowing employees to show off
their independence skills will pay
off big time.

Independence is about being sure
of yourself enough to get stuff
done on your own (without
someone looking over your
virtual shoulder). People with
high independence skills trust
themselves. 

To the right degree,
independence looks like an
employee not being afraid to take
the initiative on moving a project
forward or someone not being
afraid to say what they mean in
the face of a different opinion. 

4) What have we learned over
the last two years that can help
us with problem solving that
feels rewarding and that we are
making a difference? 

Subscale: Problem solving 

We ask this question because 

5) How are you doing?

Subscale: All

We probably shouldn’t have to
tell you to ask this. If we’re 
human and care about our people,
we should want to know how
they’re doing. Leaders have to be
ready to listen. They have to be
curious. The response, of course,
depends on their answer—if one
is needed at all. Note: this
question only works when it
comes from a genuine place.

We know that EQ is becoming the
great organizational differentiator.
EQ is where organizations should
be assessing and investing.
Research continues to reflect the
ROI is huge for EQ training in
terms of retention, productivity,
and profit. EQ development can 

Smart organizations are investing
in EQ 

when employees are overworked,
underappreciated, or over-
Zoomed, it’s time to engage the
human side of your problem
solving. Doing this will enable 
you to look at all the possible
angles from the person(s) point
of view. Good problem solvers
observe, ask and acknowledge
people’s feelings. They also
understand how emotions
influence the ability to solve the
RIGHT problem. They give more
than one option for change, and
they look for feedback.
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